
Improve your sleep with SleepHub®

Restore natural sleep patterns and optimise your sleep with SleepHub® 
- the ground-breaking sleep aid by Cambridge Sleep Sciences.

Positioned beside you as you sleep, SleepHub’s® 

high-quality audio speakers emulate brain activity 
that occurs during healthy sleep cycles.  
 
With repeated and regular use of SleepHub® your 
brain can learn to sleep well again.  

This unique application of neuroscience and sound technology has been researched 
and developed over more than a decade, and is heralded as the sleep solution for people 
wanting to improve their sleep. 



Key features of SleepHub®

• Trains your brain to restore natural sleeping patterns
• Uses exclusive neuroscience and sound technology to guide you through optimal sleep cycles
• Backed  by more than 10 years of research, development and trials
• Aids falling asleep and improved quality of sleep
• An alternative to sleeping tablets
• Helps to fix sleep issues, not mask them
• 4 sleep modes to choose from, to help you achieve your optimal sleep
• Plays optional soundscapes, such as white noise, rain and ocean sounds

How SleepHub® works  
 
1. Scientific sounds
 Positioned beside you as you sleep, SleepHub’s® high-quality audio speakers play scientifically  
 developed sound waves. These sleep sounds emulate brain activity that occurs during healthy sleep  
 cycles.
 
2. Brain retrains 
 SleepHub® sleep sounds will help you fall asleep and guide you through natural sleep patterns,   
 improving sleep quality and correcting poor sleep habits 

3. Practice makes perfect
 Regular and repeated use of your SleepHub® will help to retrain your brain to produce the right sleep  
 sequence and restore sleeping patterns naturally. 

4. Sleep is optimised
 Good sleep, over time, is very powerful. Reaching a level of optimised sleep will not only bring a   
 wealth of wellbeing benefits to your everyday life, but cognitive and physical health benefits too.
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